
Magnet Theme:  Addressed in Video A

Lesson Title:  Week 9/12 Video B

Content Area:  Video Production B
Teacher:  Findling
Grade Level:  6,7,8
Time Required:  55 minutes
Standards:
List the state or national standards that you are using in this lesson.

Objective:  
Students will begin filming their All in One video. Students will remain consistent for each of the 5 characters 
they must portray. Students will minimize continuity errors by filming one character each day. 

Materials needed:  
iMac's containing their media and folders.
Final Cut Express
LiveType

Overview: 
This week is designated for students to film their All in One video. The video project is a comedy film in which there is 
only actor but they must portray 5 different characters through costumes and voices. 

Essential Question:  
What visual and auditory elements are used to create an effective video production?

What will I differentiate?

Content                      Process                      Product
How will I differentiate?

For readiness          Interest          Learning Profile

Learning Environment                         Combination
As a result of this lesson, students will…

Understand (big ideas, principles, generalizations, rules, the “point” of the discipline or topic within the discipline)
What content, visual and auditory elements are necessary to create an effective video production.

Know (facts, vocabulary, how to’s, information that is memorizable)
How to use lighting, camera shots and emotion to convey fear in the audience.
How to react to your environment to make the scene believable.
How to frame your camera so there is minimal editing in FCE.

Do (Skills) (thinking skills, skills of the discipline – skills you will assess)
Students will monitor their own behavior when filming in the common areas of the school. Students will shoot all scenes 
for their film within the week allotted. Students will make an effort to represent each character in their video differently so 
the audience knows they are a different character. If students are using the green screen to have a conversation between 
two characters at the same time, they will pause during the conversation to allow wait time while the "other person" is 
talking.

Instructional Groupings:
(How will you have students work together? Whole group, small group, partners, quads, homogeneous, heterogeneous?)
Instruction will be whole group. Small groups will be for the film groups. Assessments are individual.



Pre-Assessment: (How will you find out about where your students are at for this lesson? What will your pre-assessment look like?
Pre- Assessment was taken at the beginning of class.

Steps in the Lesson:
Include ideas for whole-class instructions, differentiated activities, guided notes/practice, independent work, engagement strategies, etc…
Engagement- Film examples are shown daily to illustrate continuity errors.
Allow work time.

Formative Assessment Strategies:
How will you inform yourself throughout the class period the status of the students’ understanding?
Checking with students verbally to see if they understand the tasks, asking to provide support. Allowing them to help each 
other. 

Closure Activity:
This may be a chance to share, or explicit restatement of the goals of the lesson, a summarization opportunity, etc…
Check in with all edit rooms to provide support and answer any questions. No formal regrouping. The transition is time 
consuming. I'll ask to have groups share out each day in the beginning of the lesson for questions and support.

Post-Assessment:
How will you collect and use data to inform your next lesson?
To be given at end of 12 weeks

Additional Resources:
Any websites or materials that you used?


